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ABSTRACT
The quantitative analysis of 3D confocal microscopy im-
ages of the shoot apical meristem helps understanding the
growth process of some plants. Cell segmentation in these
images is crucial for computational plant analysis and many
automated methods have been proposed. However, variations
in signal intensity across the image mitigate the effectiveness
of those approaches with no easy way for user correction. We
propose a web-based collaborative 3D image segmentation
application, SEGMENT3D, to leverage automatic segmenta-
tion results. The image is divided into 3D tiles that can be
either segmented interactively from scratch or corrected from
a pre-existing segmentation. Individual segmentation results
per tile are then automatically merged via consensus analysis
and then stitched to complete the segmentation for the entire
image stack. SEGMENT3D is a comprehensive application
that can be applied to other 3D imaging modalities and gen-
eral objects. It also provides an easy way to create supervised
data to advance segmentation using machine learning models.
Index Terms— 3D Image Segmentation, Shoot Api-
cal Meristem, Web-based Tool, Collaborative Segmentation,
Confocal Microscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
The shoot apical meristem is a collection of stem cells of
flowering plants responsible for all above ground plant growth
(Figure 1). Since most of what humans eat, such as grains and
fruits, is derived from the shoot, it is important to investigate
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Fig. 1: A) 3D rendition of a shoot apical meristem of Ara-
bidopsis thaliana and B) its 3D segmentation showing epithe-
lial cells. C) An xz-slice of an enhanced (denoised and sharp-
ened) meristem reveals the weak signal in lower parts. Panel D)
shows missing cell boundaries, indicated by arrows, in the au-
tomatic 3D segmentation, in red, created by the method in [2].
the regulation mechanisms that govern meristem growth and
consequently the crops that depend on it. Computer simu-
lations done on phantom models with idealized and uniform
cell shapes, sizes, and connectivity have recently helped to
elucidate cell regulation [1]. However, it is desirable to obtain
more realistic models derived directly from real data, which
require segmentation of thousands of cells in many 3D con-
focal microscopy images (Figure 1B).
The cells in the meristem are clustered together, forming
top layers L1 and L2 (Figure 1C) approximately uniform in
cell size and depth. The thickness of the tissue makes it dif-
ficult to obtain via confocal microscopy a uniform intensity
signal across image layers. This causes the cell membranes
at the bottom of the meristem, where the signal is weaker
and noisier, to be less evident than those in or near L1 and
L2. Many methods have been proposed to segment meris-
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tematic cells [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], but while they work fairly
well for L1 and L2, they tend to fail in deeper layers of the
meristem (Figure 1D). Deep learning approaches have re-
cently produced superior results in bioimage segmentation,
e.g. [8, 9, 10], but those are also incomplete and limited
by training data. In the case of the meristem, we lack sig-
nificant segmented and validated data, specially in deeper
layers. We are not aware of a single validated segmentation
for a full meristem.
User interaction is thus often required to ensure high
quality segmentation results, which are particularly essential
when used as training data for deep learning models. How-
ever, the development of interactive methods for 3D multi-
cell segmentation is challenging. From one aspect, the cog-
nitive overload for a typical user is high when assessing a
large number of 3D objects simultaneously. A divide-and-
conquer strategy, where small portions of data are annotated
one at a time, has shown to reduce such difficulty [11, 12].
Another difficulty is the interpretation of the 3D image con-
tent as projected on a flat screen. It is challenging to com-
municate visual information and make sound inferences of
cell boundaries when only a small portion of the 3D object
is displayed. Another challenge is to provide an efficient
interactive segmentation algorithm with real-time feedback
such that users can quickly assess the results of their edit-
ing actions and make sure they are correct. This is crucial
to recruit and retain users and guarantee quality. We thus
propose a collaborative application, named SEGMENT3D,
to the 3D image segmentation problem.
2. WEB-BASED 3D COLLABORATIVE IMAGE
SEGMENTATION
We propose SEGMENT3D, a collaborative 3D image seg-
mentation application which tackles these difficulties. It is
an enabling tool to create good quality segmentation results
and generate training data. It is not necessarily a replace-
ment for automatic segmentation algorithms and tools but
rather a complement to leverage automatic solutions by pro-
viding ways to assess and interactively correct erroneous re-
sults. Our application is easily accessible, running on most
browsers, aiming to facilitate its dissemination and use by
experts and non-experts alike. SEGMENT3D borrows ideas
from and extends a Collaborative Segmentation application
developed earlier to assist segmentation of 2D images of
plant cells and other biological images [11].
2.1. Interactive segmentation method
SEGMENT3D provides two main modes of operation: in-
teractive image segmentation and interactive correction of
pre-existing results. Either way, the Image Foresting Trans-
form by Seed Competition [13] (IFT-SC) is used for delin-
eation. The IFT-SC interprets the 3D tile image I as a graph
G = (N ,A6), in which N is the set of voxels of I and A6
Fig. 2: The figure shows on the left a 4-connectivity image
graph with nodes showing the gradient magnitude at the cor-
responding pixel in the image. In 3D we would have a 6-
connectivity graph, A6. The gradient ultimately drives the
segmentation by seed competition. Two seeds s1 and s2 are
added in sequence, shown in black on the right panel. The IFT-
SC then partitions the graph into an optimum-path forest by
forcing the seeds to compete among themselves to conquer the
nodes. This partition is the seeded watershed transform [13].
is an adjacency relation connecting 6-adjacent neighbors.
Let pit = 〈t1, t2, . . . , t〉 represent a simple path in G with
terminus at node t, such that every (ti, ti+1) is an arc of
A6. A function f(pit) = maxi=1,2,...,|pit−1|{w(ti, ti+1)} at-
tributes to every path pit in G a cost given by the maximum
weight (gradient) w(ti, ti+1) = I(ti+1) for arc (ti, ti+1) ∈
A6 along the path, expressing the strength of connectivity
that t has to the source of the path. By forcing the paths to
be originated from a set S of seed nodes, and minimizing an
optimum connectivity map V (t) = min∀pit∈Πt(G){f(pit)}
for every node t in the graph, the IFT-SC partitions G into
an optimum-path forest, thereby computing the seeded wa-
tershed transform of the tile. Cells are composed of the
optimum-path trees rooted at their seed voxels. The chal-
lenge lies in how to properly estimate the seed set, includ-
ing its optimal location, to render a desired segmentation.
Automatic methods rarely produce a faithful seed set.
2.2. User interaction
Once a user logs into the system, SEGMENT3D searches
on the server and feeds an available tile that can be either
segmented interactively from scratch or interactively cor-
rected if a pre-segmentation exists. A tile is displayed inside
a wireframe box for orientation, and is initially sliced by a
clipping plane to show inner portions of the 3D data (Fig-
ure 3). The user can then perform segmentation by adding
and removing scribbles. The result may be accepted by
clicking on (done). If judged too difficult or confusing to
segment, the user can opt to (skip) and proceed to next tile.
For interactive segmentation, the seeds are simply the
set of voxels under the user-drawn scribbles (Figure 4G).
When the user edits scribbles the result is updated locally,
in time proportional to the number of voxels in the affected
region, using the differential IFT-SC [14] (DIFT-SC). This
can be significantly smaller than the total number of vox-
els in the tile, thus its superior efficiency. We have simpli-
fied user interaction by making each newly added scribble
Fig. 3: The figure shows our web-based 3D collaborative im-
age segmentation application, SEGMENT3D, depicting a tile
of a 3D image as a self-contained box that the user can inter-
actively segment from multiple angles. The tile can be sliced
with a clipping plane to view its inner portions at any direction.
to become the source of a new candidate cell region with a
different label. Hence, although all scribbles are displayed
with the same color, they each represent a different cell. To
correct an existing segmentation, the seed set is initialized
with the geodesic centers of the pre-segmented labels (cell
candidates) for IFT-SC (Figure 4H). More sophisticated pro-
cedures may also be considered for non-cell objects [15].
Since the user may desire to extend, merge, or split existing
cells, the system provides for both interaction modes in to-
tal eight operations that can be used when editing scribbles:
add, remove, extend, split, merge, undo, redo, and erase all.
2.3. Implementation
We implemented the interface and segmentation methods in
JavaScript to run natively on the web browser, aiming to al-
leviate the server-side programming and slow network traf-
fic. For efficiency, the image is displayed in 3D using the
WebGL framework through the Three.js library [16]. The
backend server code to create tiles, manage user sessions,
and store images and segmentation results in a database was
written in Python/Django, adapted from [11] to 3D.
Ray casting is used to render the tile volume by treat-
ing the image as a 3D texture, inspired by the open source
implementation from [17] (Figure 4A). A challenge we had
to consider was how to display many cells at once for seg-
mentation, such that a user can easily decide when cells are
properly delineated. We offer 2D and 3D solutions: we can
overlay the result directly onto the clipping plane, in a 2D
slice fashion (Figure 4B,C), or render the segmentation bor-
ders or labels as 3D triangular meshes (Figure 4D,E). In the
former, the borders of the segmentation labels and the label
image itself are loaded on to WebGL as textures for render-
ing during ray casting, emulating 2D image view modes.
Since cells have a well-defined polyhedral shape, the
3D visualization modes facilitate the perception of when er-
rors occur. Due to the confocal acquisition limitations, cell
membranes are stronger in the xy focal plane than in xz
an yz orthogonal planes. This often causes leaking in the
z direction, which are more easily visualized when view-
ing the 3D meshes generated from the segmentation label
or using the 2D borders in the right orientation. We use
the Marching Cubes algorithm [18] to create cell surface
meshes, whose visual appeal is improved by using a few it-
erations of Laplacian. The border of the segmentation and
of each individual cell are rendered this way (Figure 4D,E).
We keep track of all eight available operations to repre-
sent each label by a single scribble. For instance, the user
may click on one label and drag the mouse onto another re-
gion to perform a label extension. The new scribble is then
automatically connected to the scribble representing the first
label. Regardless, each operation is always converted to a
series of seed additions and removals for the DIFT-SC.
2.4. Consensus of tile results
We gather a few results for each tile offered for segmenta-
tion. The rationale is that users eventually make mistakes,
so by having more than a single segmentation per tile we
can potentially automatically eliminate errors by combining
many results. We have adopted the STAPLE algorithm [19]
to create a consensus segmentation for each tile, as it has
shown to perform well in practical examples. The method
reaches a consensus by using the expectation-maximization
algorithm on the borders of the segmentation labels. The
F1-score of the individual segmentation results are then as-
sessed against the consensus to measure the user’s accuracy.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For an initial evaluation of SEGMENT3D, four workers
(authors TS,JS,AF,AC) used the system and carried out
three types of experiments when segmenting a 3D meris-
tem. Our goal was to assess the correctness and usability of
the system, in terms of the amount of user effort spent on
i) correcting an existing pre-segmentation and ii) interac-
tively segmenting an image from scratch, the two operating
modes of SEGMENT3D. The first two experiments involved
a 128 × 128 × 200 voxel image region from deeper layers
of the meristem, where signal is weaker and causes most
automated methods to perform poorly. It was subdivided
into a total of 96 tiles with size 40 × 40 × 40, with 10%
overlap between them and a contextual border of also 10%
– this border facilitates the user’s understanding of how the
cells are laid out. We segmented the entire region using the
method proposed in [2] and concluded that only 72 required
interactive correction, after a conservative visual inspection.
Fig. 4: Users can chose different visualization modes in 2D (panels B,C) and 3D (panels D,E) to evaluate the segmentation after
editing. In the interactive segmentation of a 3D tile (F), a user draws scribbles (shown in yellow) over the cells on the clipping
plane (G) and the current segmentation is updated and displayed in real time after each added scribble. Each scribble defines
a single cell. Some seeds reconstructed at the geodesic centers of the labels for a given pre-segmentation are shown in (H).
Table 1: User effort and accuracy for all experiments.
Experiment 1: Pre-segmentation Correction
User Time (s) # interactions F1-score
TS 198± 158 1.7± 1.7 0.93± 0.03
AC 204± 96 3.3± 3.7 0.93± 0.03
JS 105± 70 1.5± 1.5 0.93± 0.03
Avg. 171± 72 2.2± 2.1 0.93± 0.03
Experiment 1: Interactive Segmentation
TS 185± 53 12.2± 4.0 0.93± 0.02
AC 335± 125 12.6± 4.2 0.93± 0.02
JS 138± 63 10.7± 3.8 0.92± 0.03
Avg. 219± 68 11.8± 3.4 0.93± 0.02
Experiment 2: Pre-segmentation Correction
TS 165± 105 2.0± 2.0 0.95± 0.02
AC 203± 111 2.8± 2.8 0.95± 0.03
JS 115± 101 1.5± 1.5 0.95± 0.03
Avg. 163± 65 2.3± 2.0 0.95± 0.02
Experiment 3: Pre-segmentation Correction
TS 357± 863 4.0± 3.7 0.97± 0.02
AC 319± 133 7.1± 4.2 0.97± 0.03
AF 341± 409 2.8± 6.1 0.95± 0.04
Avg. 339± 733 4.1± 4.4 0.96± 0.02
In Experiment 1, we compared the two previously
stated operating modes i) and ii). We selected 15 evenly
distributed tiles from the 72 that were considered wrong to
be interactively corrected and also interactively segmented
from scratch. We measured user effort by evaluating the to-
tal amount of the user’s time that was required to segment
a tile and also the required number of interactions (i.e., op-
erations such as add and delete). Table 1 reveals that inter-
actively segmenting the tiles from scratch took on average
219s vs. 171s for interactive correction, while the number
of interactions was 11.8 for segmentation from scratch vs.
2.2 for correction. Hence, interactive correction took 22%
less time and 81% less user interaction. However, since
each cell required at least one scribble to be segmented,
this may indicate that it takes less cognitive effort to seg-
ment from scratch than to correct, since the decrease in user
interaction was not the same as in the user’s time. The ex-
tra time was probably making sure scribbles were leading
to correct results. Regarding user accuracy, the average F1-
score was of 0.93 for all users, w.r.t. the merger of their re-
sults. This value may be explained by the fact that the tiles
were selected from deeper layers of the meristem, in which
it is harder to obtain a user consensus. Figure 5 depicts the
final result obtained by correcting the pre-segmentation.
In Experiment 2, we asked the users to correct the
remaining 57 tiles. Our goal was to verify if the patterns
observed in the first experiment were the same. From Ta-
ble 1, it took on average 163s to make corrections in each
tile, consuming about 2.3 interactions, similarly to before.
In contrast, user accuracy was higher, since cells from up-
per layers were present.
Fig. 5: Left to right: original tile seen on xz
plane, enhanced version for visualization, incorrect pre-
segmentation, and correction obtained after the STA-
PLE consensus for three individual user results.
In the final experiment, three workers assessed and cor-
rected 200 automatically segmented tiles [2] with size 60×
60 × 60, from an image region with size 256 × 256 × 508.
This region was selected to encompass cells ranging from
the upper layers L1 and L2 to the bottom of the meris-
tem. The larger size of the tiles doubled the amount of
time required for segmentation, on average 339 seconds, as
well as the number of interactions, on average 4.1, w.r.t.
Experiment 2. The accuracy also increased, once again
due to the presence of cells from the upper layers with more
clearly defined walls. Note that not all users segmented all
200 tiles, so the results are weighted averages.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented SEGMENT3D, a web-based 3D collab-
orative image segmentation tool. SEGMENT3D was de-
signed for cell segmentation, specifically for those of the
shoot apical meristem, and can be used both to correct the
result of automated methods and to segment an image from
scratch interactively. Future works involve improving visu-
alization of segmentation, testing the tool with more users,
adapting the interface to support mobile device screens, and
devising automatic methods for determining the regions of a
pre-segmentation label that must be interactively corrected.
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